
Year 5 Update 24th May 

R.E 

The children have focussed on ‘The Fruits of the Spirit’ this week.  Can they tell you 

any of them? We are coming to the end of our Transformation topic now and have been 

thinking very carefully about how the Spirit can transform our own and others' lives.  

Vocabulary: transformation, transform, energy, Holy Spirit, Fruits of the Spirit, 

Pentecost, baptised 

                              

English  

As part of our Macbeth topic, this week the children completed a hot seating activity 

interviewing Lady Macbeth and Macbeth. They used these interactions to write a police 

report detailing the events according to the witnesses. They have also recapped 

relative clauses. 

Vocabulary: Act, scene, Macbeth, Lady Macbeth, report, witness, relative clause. 

Maths 

This week we have continued our Shape topic by looking at drawing different types of 

Angles. The children have recapped obtuse, acute, right and reflex angles and have 

estimated angles using their knowledge of right angles being 90 degrees and straight 

lines being 180 degrees. They have used protractors to measure angles of different 

curve balls in football.  

We will be continuing this after half term by looking at measuring angles around a point 

and within shapes.  

Vocabulary: obtuse, right, acute, reflex, straight, classify, estimate, protractor.  

Get ahead:  Learn about how we find angles around a point.  



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqUUFg56miE 

Art 

The children have thoroughly enjoyed the architecture topic in Art and this week 

worked with partners to create a building out of foamboards and masking tape. They 

took inspiration from Sam Cook who covered his whole house in doodles. 

Vocabulary: architect, design  

Extra information 

• School resumes Monday 3rd June.  

• The new dates for sports day are as follows, KS2 Lisbon will be Tuesday 4th 

June and KS2 Padua Wednesday 5th June. 

• An email has been sent to all parents to gauge an interest in the Isle of wight 

residential trip next year, please respond to this at your earliest convenience.  

• Year 4 have organised a charity day for Cassiobury farm for Friday 7th June 

where children will be invited to dress up. More information will be sent out. 

• Please see the May newsletter for information on the Golden celebrations. 

Have a wonderful half term, we look forward to welcoming you back for the last few 

weeks of Year 5. 

Amy, Hannah and Catherine       

 

5 ways to wellbeing 

GET ACTIVE / CONNECT/ TAKE NOTICE 

With it being Sports Day season and the end of term, get active in school and at home. 

Perhaps join a local sports team. Perhaps go with a family member for a jog; you could 

take part in a local Parkrun. All you have to do is turn up with an adult and run! Most 

parkruns are on Saturday morning at 9.00am but Junior Runs are normally on Sunday 

mornings. You don’t have to run. You could walk if you wish. The idea is to be outdoors, 

be with other people and get active.  

Please click on the link for further details.  

https://www.parkrun.org.uk/ 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JqUUFg56miE
https://www.parkrun.org.uk/


 

 


